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With simple language, and bright clear pictures, Baby's First Bible series provides an ideal first

introduction to the Bible, its stories and characters for infants and toddlers. This board book

collection is written in accessible, simple narrative, with colorful illustrations and sparkly foil on the

pages to capture children's attention and hold their interest. Set includes four individual story books

stored in a handy slipcase: Adam and Eve, Noah's Ark, The Story of Jesus, The Story of Moses.
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Roger Priddy's love for children's early learning has led him to create some of publishing's most

successful children's non-fiction books, including Priddy Books' million-copy bestsellers, My Big

Animal Book, My Big Truck Book and Happy Baby Words.Roger says:"It is always rewarding to see

a child enjoying and learning something from one of our books, especially babies, when you think it

could be the first book they have ever seen. "I am very lucky to have a career where you get to think

up fun ways to teach a kid how to write their letters and learn their first words, whilst finding out

about Dinosaurs at the same time!"Roger lives with his wife, Zena, in London and Cork, Ireland.

They have four children, who have given him most of his best ideas for his books.

These books are good and sturdy. The stories are good and fairly accurate, but a little wordy for the

size of the book and the age of the child, in my opinion.In the Moses book they say Moses "hurt"



someone rather than killing him and in the Jesus book they say "The people hurt Jesus and then put

him on a cross, and soon Jesus was gone" rather than saying Jesus died. Not sure if I fully agree

with it, but as it's for babies I don't really have a problem with it either. Our bibles for the older

toddlers and kids do use the more correct and accurate words "die" and "kill", so I'm not gonna

worry about a "first" bible when the baby doesn't really understand anyway.

The images are okay and for a young child the books are fine, but I have some issues with how they

condensed the stories down to fit into the book.For example the book says Moses ran away

because he could not live with what he had done (he beat up an Egyptian who was beating an

Israelite) and became a Shepard. That's not really how I remember it.I guess maybe you have to

make decisions about how to word the stories because the full legnth versions contain a lot of

violence, but I guess I would have emphasized other parts of the biblical stories.

The stories are super cute and good for a toddlers understanding. But the pages came super stuck

together and pulling them apart damaged some of them by tipping the page. We were very carful

but they were very stuck. It's a bummer we havnt even read them to her and they're already

damaged but they still work.

Stories are a little off from the Bible. But perhaps necessary to make childlike and short/ simple. My

four year old loves them so I guess that's all that matters. He really likes the pictures too.

I think these books were written for those kids over 3 years of age. since my daughter is just two i

found a simpler bible that suits her better and will hold onto this set for later

A nice way to start my baby on stories from the Bible.

A little smaller then I expected but a wonderful set

These books are written terribly. Not age appropriate at all and the Bible facts are very

questionable. I had to make up my own way of words and way of explaining it in order to keep the

attention of my toddlers in Nursery. I will attempt to return this product.
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